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Abstract
This project aims to design and implement a method to make possible IEEE
802.15.4 fair coexistence with other ISM band widespread technologies. This
method is intended to provide interference robustness on packet-loss critical
applications such as Wireless Actuator Control (WAC) for assisted living at
home and medical applications.
Potentially harmful interferences in the ISM band have been identified. Analysing the state-of-the art on IEEE 802.15.4 coexistence, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and
Microwave ovens were set as the major interfering technologies to take into
account. Further tests on WAC system showed that Wi-Fi was the key interference while Bluetooth and Microwave oven interferences were handled well
by the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
Initial tests led to the design of the Adaptive Interference Avoidance (AIA)
system, an algorithm that aims to dynamically avoid critical interferences that
might appear on the channel. These would be avoided by switching the system operation channel to an interference-free one. For such purpose, apart
from an interference detector, the design included a coordinator as well.
This algorithm was implemented and adapted to the WAC system for testing
under different interference scenarios. Results showed that, compared to the
original WAC system, AIA provides more robustness, allowing the system to
recover from interference. Test results are also used to point out issues found
on WAC system integration with the AIA protocol and which actions can be
taken.
Finally, further possibilities for this system were proposed regarding the results achieved. Given the wide range of applications in which this technique
may be of interest, an application template implementing this algorithm was
developed to provide a framework for enabling AIA with further Wireless Sensor Network applications. Additionally, some future research is pointed out,
mainly in the field of interference detection and system setup. This would
increase system responsiveness and improve algorithm accuracy.
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1 Introduction
Wireless technologies have been experiencing a remarkable growth during
the last few years and are becoming a widespread tool. The convenience of
wireless communications has got a great impact in the way we work and they
are currently part of our daily life.
As time goes by, a wider range of user-oriented applications is taking advantage of wireless technologies, leading to a high variety of wireless protocols
and standards. Moreover, mainly all this solutions share the unlicensed
2.4GHz ISM band spectrum along with industrial, scientific and medical applications for which this band was originally designed.
One of those used wireless technologies is the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, which
defines a protocol for RF transmission in a wireless personal area network
(WPAN) characterised by a low data rate, low power and low complexity. Due
to its main characteristics, IEEE 802.15.4 platforms are becoming more and
more popular and many applications, such as Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) or Wireless Actuator Control (WAC), are implementing this technology.

1.1

Wireless Actuator Control

Actuators have been largely used in industrial applications. Industrial robots,
which can be seen as a synchronized group of actuators, develop precise and
repetitive tasks in any production chain. However, a new kind of robots, service robots, has been recently introduced. Those robots provide user-oriented
solutions, assisting humans in dangerous, tedious or precision-requiring tasks.
Among many other application fields, these service robots may have a key
role in emerging medical applications such as assisted living for elderly or
disabled people.
However, the use of an IEEE 802.15.4-based Wireless Actuator Control system for such application sets new challenges. Even though a wireless link
overcomes the wired limitations, providing flexibility and mobility, it introduces
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packet-loss and communication errors inherent to the wireless medium, which
may dramatically impact on system reliability.
Additionally, IEEE 802.15.4 standard shares the unlicensed ISM band with
other major wireless technologies. In this case, its characteristics represent a
drawback for coexistence with those ISM band technologies, which may severely interfere IEEE 802.15.4 communications, reducing even more its reliability.
Development of Wireless Actuator Control sets user safety as its main objective and coexistence issues represent a critical issue. System reliability, then,
is a must for those applications which its failure may put user safety at stake.

1.2

IEEE 802.15.4 compliant platform

Low power and low complexity requirements of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol [1]
allow its implementation in small, lightweight and low power platforms such as
the AquisGrain 1.0 IEEE 802.15.4 compliant platform (Figure 1).

Figure 1. View of the AquisGrain 1.0 platform (with AG R1.0 interface)

4
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Its main characteristics are:
•

Size: 35x53mm (35x36mm without AG R1.0 interface)

•

Power Supply: 1.8 – 5.5 V

•

Power consumption:
•

Sleep: 47μA

•

Active: 31 mA

AquisGrain 1.0 features the following components:
•

•

Microcontroller Chip: Atmega 128L [2]
•

8-bit microcontroller

•

4 Kbyte EEPROM

•

128 Kbyte Flash ROM

•

1 8-bit timer

•

2 16-bit timers

IEEE 802.15.4 Radio Chip: Texas Instruments Chipcon CC 2420 [3]
•

2400 – 2483.5MHz frequency range

•

16 radio channels

•

2MHz bandwidth per channel

•

-24 to 0 dBm output power

•

-95 dBm sensitivity

•

512 Kbyte serial Xflash, combined up/down voltage regulator.

•

3 LEDs (green, yellow and red)

•

51-pole Mica connector (to the Mica2 programming board)
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1.3

Main emissions on the 2.4GHz ISM band

The use of the unlicensed 2.4GHz ISM band avoids the need of regionalspecific solutions and governmental licenses, reducing costs and providing a
free band available worldwide. Therefore, many wireless technologies are
operating in the 2.400 – 2.500 GHz band.
However, not all technologies using the 2.4GHz ISM band will interfere IEEE
802.15.4 communications the same way. Some specific wireless technologies
have to be taken into major consideration among all technologies using this
band depending on their characteristics but their usage as well. In particular,
we will consider a group of main emissions based on their power output and
their market penetration, which will basically determine how likely are those
technologies to interfere IEEE 802.15.4 and how severe those would be.
Among all technologies, the chosen ones are described in the following table:

Interference
source

Channel
bandwidth

Number
of
channels

Frequency
gap
between
channels

Range

Frequency
hopping

Slotted

IEEE 802.15.4

2 MHz

16

3 MHz

~5-10m

No

No

Bluetooth
IEEE 802.15.1

1 MHz

23 or 79

0 MHz

~1-10m

Yes

Yes

Wi-Fi
IEEE 802.11b/g

22 MHz

11 or 13

channels
overlap

~10100m

No

No

Microwave
oven radiation

variable
(whole band)

-

-

-

-

-

Table 1. 2.4GHz interference characteristics comparison

It is important to note that even though microwave ovens are not intended to
radiate, they are indeed interfering in the ISM band frequency range.

6
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1.4

Objectives

Master thesis main objectives are as follows:
1. To define which is the impact of different wireless technologies when interfering the existing WAC system.
2. To design, according to previous text and the appropriate theoretical background, a protocol that allows coexistence of 802.15.4 systems with other
major wireless technologies on the ISM band.
3. To develop and test a working solution of the WAC system over the proposed protocol to test the real performance of the resulting system under
interference
4. To indicate future work that can be done in this research line and the improvements that can be made to improve system reliability.
5. To point out which can be the main possibilities of this protocol given the
final results.

1.5

Master Thesis overview

On the following chapters, the AIA protocol and its implementation are presented and system test results are analyzed to provide an overview of system
performance. Conclusions and further development guidelines are also commented as well.
Chapter 2 introduces the State-of-the-Art in the coexistence field, mainly focusing in IEEE 802.15.4 coexistence with other existing technologies in the
2.4GHz ISM band. Analysis studies are presented along with proposed and
implemented solutions.
Wireless Actuator Control (WAC) coexistence issues are analysed in Chapter
3. After some preliminary considerations on which technologies must be studied among all ISM band interferers, main chosen technologies are analyzed
and tested on an initial WAC system to know their impact in IEEE 802.15.4
communications. Additionally, global conclusions are provided as a starting
©
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point for our development.
Chapter 4 introduces the proposed Adaptive Interference Avoidance system.
An overview of this protocol, including some basic flowcharts, is presented in
this chapter along with its main features and modules involved in its operation.
Chapter 5 presents AIA Control Channel and its role in the system. Introduction on the need of such a channel leads to the development of Control Channel. Different approaches are presented and tested and a final Control Channel configuration and its setup procedure are established and described.
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 develop AIA operation on each system module: Detector,
Coordinator and Node, respectively. Each chapter introduces the module main
operation and focuses in its respective features, including specific operation
flowcharts. In Coordinator chapter, further development is presented in the
field of WAC integration on the AIA system.
AIA implementation is detailed in Chapter 9. Implementation details are explained along with basic design guidelines. AIA-specific features involving AIA
message structure, interrupt handling and setup and display board usage are
thoroughly described. The proposed AIA protocol aims to provide robustness
to any IEEE 802.15.4 application; therefore, development guidelines for future
work over the AIA system are also given.
Chapter 10 is where system tests are presented and their results analyzed.
Two different tests, AIA system and WAC operation over AIA, are described in
this chapter. In both cases, test configuration is first described and then, qualitative test results are analyzed. WAC integration on AIA system produced
interesting results where some issues where found. Those are described and
proposed solutions are also given.
General conclusions can be found in Chapter 11. Basic topics faced in design
and implementation is presented along with an overview of the achieved results.
Finally, Chapter 12 points out some guidelines for future work and in various
fields related to the AIA system.
8
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2 State-of-the-Art
2.1

Introduction

Coexistence between technologies operating in the 2.4GHz ISM band has
always been a main field of interest as long as it involves a wide range of
different technologies and the widespread use of them is only adding more
and more importance to this topic. Is not strange, then, that many studies
trying to cover this issue analyse how are they interfered in presence of other
emissions.
Lots of interest has been put into analysing how widespread wireless technologies, such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth are affected by each other interferences
and how do they interfere other technologies communications. As can be
seen, then, this field of study is practically exponentially growing as new wireless technologies operating in the 2.4GHz ISM band appear.

2.2

Coexistence between wireless standards

Coexistence may be understood not as a particular problem where one wireless communication is interfered by an undesired signal that creates errors in
the wanted transmission but as a mutual problem where two different wireless
technologies interfere each other when attempting to use the same channel
for their transmissions. Therefore, coexistence doesn’t only aims to reduce
other wireless technologies effect in our communications but minimize our
impact on other technologies communications as well.
Coexistence studies typically focus in the major technologies operating in the
ISM band and provide analytical or either empirical results on how they interfere each other in order to determine in which situations can do they fairly
coexist. However, in our particular case we are focusing in how IEEE 802.15.4
coexists with other technologies.
From those studies focusing in IEEE 802.15.4, almost the majority of them
©
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only consider Wi-Fi interferences as the main coexistence issue in IEEE
802.15.4 communications. Their analytic and simulated results [4] [5] show
that Wi-Fi interferences in the 2.4GHz ISM band (IEEE 802.11b/g) truly represent a threat for IEEE 802.15.4 communications and empiric studies [6] proof
that statement with similar results.
However, other studies consider a wider range of interfering technologies and
include Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) and even microwave oven radiation in their
analysis. Results [7] show that Bluetooth and microwave oven radiation may
have also to be taken into account when they share the frequency spectrum
with IEEE 802.15.4 but, on the other hand, their effects do not have the same
impact as Wi-Fi communications have.
Among all studies, A. Sikora [8] stands out for his empirical results on IEEE
802.15.4 coexistence with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and microwave oven radiation.
Moreover, the tests presented in this study where performed on a similar
platform to the used in our development and his conclusions set some guidelines for future research.
Overall, studies state Wi-Fi as the most important interfering technology in the
2.4GHz ISM band. However, results are more ambiguous when trying to determine Bluetooth and microwave oven interference effects on IEEE 802.15.4
communications, mainly depending on external factors.

2.3

Frequency Hopping overview

Some solutions have already been pointed out in order to provide fair coexistence between widespread standards. One example of this situation is the
IEEE 802.15.2 standard [9], which aims to provide coexistence of IEEE
802.15.1 (Bluetooth) and IEEE 802.11, both operating in the 2.4GHz ISM
band. This standard proposes two methods for achieving such purpose: collaborative and non-collaborative.
Even though this standard doesn’t include any reference on IEEE 802.15.4
coexistence, the methods it proposes could be also applied to our particular
case. Although the collaborative method, consisting in establishing communi10
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cation between the interfering and the interfered device, goes far beyond our
system complexity requirements, the non-collaborative method, based in
classifying and avoiding interference, may be more suitable for our purpose.
In this way, Wireless Interface for Sensors and Actuators (WISA) [10], an ABB
proprietary solution based on the physical layer of the IEEE 802.15.1 standard, implements a frequency hopping mechanism for each transmission,
which combined with an ARQ mechanism enhances the reliability of the communication and avoids broadband interferences. This study, however, was
designed for wireless control of actuators in the domain of factory automation
and doesn’t explain the procedure used for such purpose and lacks of information about how interferences may affect the system and its integrity.
In the IEEE 802.15.4 field, adaptive channel radio allocation solutions have
also been proposed [11] even though only in a theoretical approach. However,
they point out that interference avoidance is the best solution. This idea has
been recently implemented and presented by the ZigBee Alliance. ZigBee, a
high-level communication protocol over the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, has been
announced to implement new features [12], which include Frequency Agility,
an adaptative frequency hopping system to avoid interferences.
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3 WAC coexistence issue
3.1

Overview

When we are about to execute any action involving many actuators we have
to take seriously into account which interferences may affect our system.
Depending on those interferences the system may produce a wrong execution
of the programmed actions, which can be described as an execution failure,
and even put user security at stake. This situation, such as in other packetloss critical applications, has to be carefully studied to provide the system with
the necessary tools for handling interference.
Before taking further actions, then, we should have a deeper knowledge of
how different interferences impact the system in order to develop suitable
solutions. For that purpose, a WAC system [13] will be tested under the effects of the main interferences present in the ISM band to observe, from a
qualitative point of view, which are the effects of those interferences.
This WAC system, which is going to be the base for all our WAC testing, consists on two nodes, each of them driving a DC motor, controlled by a coordinator application. This coordinator application is implemented in a PC and
communicates with the network nodes through an AquisGrain 1.0 gateway.
The WAC test setup, as seen in Figure 2, is a robot application consisting on a
simple structure of two perpendicular axes (X,Y) where each axe is driven by
one of the aforementioned DC motors. This implemented construction doesn’t
aim to represent a real-life application but is realistic enough to show the performance of the WAC protocol.
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Figure 2. WAC robot application

This setup provides a graphical idea of the trajectory of each motor with a
pen, attached to one of the axis as can be seen in the picture above. Being
so, evaluation can be easily done because all WAC actions are reflected as
lines drawn by the robot application. Individual movements of each motor are
reflected as straight lines while a synchronized movement corresponds to a
bent line.

3.2

Microwave Interference impact on WAC

3.2.1 Setup
Microwave interference effects are tested using a domestic microwave oven
(MS-1924V by LG) with a stated maximum power of 700W, which can be
seen in the test setup depicted in Figure 3. In order to produce as much interference as possible, a cup of water (approx 25cl.) is placed inside during operation due to the dispersive properties of water [14] [15].

14
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Figure 3. Microwave oven interference test setup (coordinator not shown)

The network setup (Figure 4) aims to reproduce the worst situation possible
for system performance and one node is going to be deliberately more interfered than the other one. For this reason, one of the nodes will be placed next
to the microwave oven (~10cm away) while the other one will be placed farer
(~1m away). The coordinator is placed about 5 meters away from this setup.

WAC
system

~10cm
node

node

microwave

~5 m

detector

~4 m

~5 m
LOS

WAC

coordinator

Figure 4. Microwave oven interference test setup diagram
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Additionally, a detector node, external to the system is monitoring channel
occupancy and retrieves information about Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and microwave
oven interferences [16] during system operation. In this particular setup, it was
placed next to the nearest node to the microwave in order to state the presence of such interferences.

3.2.2 Expected results
Microwave oven radiation hasn’t been standardised and may present different
time and frequency characteristics depending on the microwave manufacturer, model and even its contents. Being such an unpredictable interference,
experimental and theoretical approaches to model its effects on other devices
do not always share the same results. Even though, all residential microwave
ovens share the same working principle: its basic component, the magnetron,
emits its radiation during half the mains power cycle [15], “illuminating” the
contents of the microwave.
As a result, microwave oven interferences can be modelled as a pulse train
with an active period of 10ms out of the 20ms mains power cycle at 50Hz (or
8ms out of the 16ms at 60Hz), as can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Residential microwave oven interfering signal in 2465-2470 MHz
frequency band on a 60Hz power line [7]

16
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Further measurements show that those on-off and off-on transitions produce a
short but broadband signal along the entire ISM band while during the on and
off cycle the interference produced is narrowband [7]. Experimental studies
modelled this interference spectrum as a broadband signal approximately
10dB above the noise with noticeable peaks between the 2.4GHz and 2.5GHz
range [14], as depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Residential microwave oven spectrum [15]

While these characteristics are the ones corresponding to residential microwave ovens, which are the most widespread, commercial microwave ovens
characteristics may differ from the presented ones as long as they use two
magnetrons instead of one. Such a difference, which can be observed in
Figure 7, impacts on interference duty cycle, which now lasts the whole mains
power cycle, and consequently, on its spectrum, much broader than in the
residential microwave oven. However, coexistence studies in this document
focus in residential microwave ovens, which, being the most widespread ones,
are the most likely to interfere our system.
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b.

a.

Figure 7. a). Commercial microwave oven interfering signal cycle,
b). Commercial microwave oven spectrum [15]

Among all interference studies, A. Sikora [8] experimentally quantifies the data
frames loss and CRC-errors that IEEE 802.15.4 communication may suffer
when microwave oven interferences are present. Results show a little impact
on them:
•

Only between 4 and 10 CRC-errors occurred out of 1000 data frames.

•

Between 5 and 20 data frames out of 1000 were completely destroyed.

Furthermore, these results were obtained with a distance of <1 m between the
interference source and the receiver. For larger distances, A. Sikora states
that no influence on IEEE 802.15.4 performance was found.
Overall, we may then suppose that as much as 2% of the frames sent will be
lost due to microwave oven interferences and less than 1% would present
CRC-errors.
In the WAC application, we have a low throughput system in which a coordinator sends and receives messages to and from two nodes. An ARQ system
has been implemented and all messages can be retransmitted up to 3 times.
Retransmissions are done every 95ms due to processing delays.
18
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Microwave oven bursts have the same frequency as the power line (50Hz,
20ms) and their duration is half of its duty cycle. This means that microwave
oven interference is only 10ms long and is fired each 20ms.
Given this setup and the aforementioned studies results, we can have a rough
idea of how many packets might be lost in our system due to microwave oven
interferences. If Ploss = 0,02 , uniform distribution is supposed and 4 frames lost
in a row are needed to definitely lose that frame:
Psystem _ error = 0,02 4 = 0,00000016

While a bursty behaviour is more likely in practice, this uniform distribution
approximation leads to think that it is unlikely we may totally lose a frame due
to microwave oven interferences.
3.2.3 Test Results
The test was performed trying to emulate the worst possible scenario. As
seen in test setup, one node was closer (~10cm) to the microwave than the
other one and microwave was operating at full power during the entire test as
stated by the detector module. This particular setup aimed to interfere one
node communication more than the other one in order to provoke an execution failure where synchronized actions are not performed well due to the
inoperability of only one link.
Results show that, as expected, WAC system passed the test and performed
well in presence of microwave oven interferences. In performance terms,
system executed all actions required, even synchronized ones, without any
execution failure or noticeable delay.
Even though one receiver was placed close to the interference source, eventual retransmissions were fired due to interference but none led to system
failure.
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3.3

Wi-Fi Interference impact on WAC

3.3.1 Setup
The source of interference is a laptop (Dell Latitude D620) with integrated Intel
IEEE 802.11b/g chipset. This device is configured to establish communication
with an AP (Access Point) situated nearby (~15m NLOS) operating in the 9th
Wi-Fi channel and using the IEEE 802.11g standard [17] (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Wi-Fi interference test setup

It is important to note that in order to reproduce the worst interference scenario, Wi-Fi and IEEE 802.15.4 communications are using the closest frequency channels as possible. In particular, Wi-Fi network is set at channel 9
(2452MHz) while IEEE 802.15.4 network using channel 20 (2450MHz) and 21
(2455MHz). Moreover, link usage is intended to be at its maximum by sending
a large file from the AP to the PC or vice versa.
In this setup, the laptop is placed 30cm away from the coordinator and one
node, while the second node is about 50cm away, as can be seen in the
Figure 9.

20
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WAC
system

node
Access
Point

detector
~50cm

node

~15m
NLOS

~30cm

~30cm
WAC

coordinator

Figure 9. Wi-Fi interference test setup diagram

An Energy Detector device (iPAQ mounting an AquisGrain CF module) is
monitoring energy levels on each IEEE 802.15.4 channel and is located next
to the farthest node (~50cm away from laptop).
Additionally, a detector node, external to the system is monitoring channel
occupancy and retrieves information about Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and microwave
interferences [16] during system operation. In this case it was placed between
the nodes, inside the setup, in order to state the presence of Wi-Fi interferences.

3.3.2 Expected results
Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) is the name given to the IEEE 802.11 compliant technologies. While not all of this technologies use the ISM band our study is
focused on the 802.11b and 802.11g revisions of the standard [17][18], which
are using the same band as the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
Despite using the same band, IEEE 802.11 spectrum usage differs in each
revision. While IEEE 802.11b is based on DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum), IEEE 802.11g is based on OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing). Such difference between those technologies frequency spectrum can be seen in Figure 10 and is to be expected that IEEE 802.11g will
©
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cause more interference than IEEE 802.11b as long as it fills the spectral
mask much more thoroughly.

Figure 10. IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g frequency spectrum [6]

By means of power and time characteristics IEEE 802.11 makes technically
impossible IEEE 802.15.4 coexistence in the same frequency. Much literature
has been written about this topic and theoretical and experimental studies
show that IEEE 802.11 interference provokes an almost total loss of IEEE
802.15.4 communication when operating in nearby channels [6][4][5] as depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Throughput (bits/sec) of IEEE 802.15.4 when
IEEE 802.11g interferer is 5m away [4]
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Given this situation, only frequency offset and spatial distance to the interference source can reduce IEEE 802.11 impact on IEEE 802.15.4 communications. In the figures below, IEEE 802.15.4 PER is analyzed and simulated in
presence of IEEE 802.11b communications, showing that spatial and frequency distance to the source of interference would reduce packet loss.

a.

b.

Figure 12. Analyzed and simulated PER of the IEEE 802.15.4
with IEEE 802.11b interferences [5],
a). with different distance between end device and interferer,
b). with different centre frequency offset between end device and interferer

If we have a closer look on IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11 standards frequency allocation in the Figure 13, IEEE 802.15.4 channels central frequency
have an offset compared to IEEE 802.11 channels central frequency. This
leads to think that nearest IEEE 802.15.4 channels to an active Wi-Fi channel
will be equally affected. Furthermore, A. Sikora [8] experimental results show
that not only the nearest channels but also the immediately next ones will be
interfered, being a distance of two IEEE 802.11 channels needed to allow
negligible interference on our system.
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Figure 13. IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4 channels in the 2.4GHz ISM band [19]

In our particular case, we are operating on the 9th Wi-Fi channel. As can be
seen in the figure above, 20th and 21st IEEE 802.15.4 channels will be the
most interfered, being the 19th and the 22nd supposed to be interfered too.

3.3.3 Test results
Access Point as source of interference
In this situation a large file is sent from the AP to the computer, so the AP is
the source of interference, far away from the IEEE 802.15.4 network. Under
these circumstances we test interference impact in different channels:
•

Receiving a large file from the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on 20th channel
(2450MHz).
Despite the intensive use of the channel, as seen on the iPAQ, no influence on any of the nodes was detected. All status, update and action
messages are transmitted and WAC system passed the test without
any retransmission or execution failure. Moreover, reducing waiting
time between messages on the coordinator didn’t even fire the retransmission protocol.
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•

Receiving a large file from the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on 21st channel
(2455MHz).
As we expected, this test produced the same results as the one on the
20th channel. The WAC system passed the test and no performance
degradation has been detected.

•

Receiving a large file from the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on 22nd channel
(2460MHz).
Being the interferences much weaker in this case, no performance degradation has either been detected in this test.

Laptop as source of interference
In this case the laptop is the responsible to send a large file to the AP, so the
PC is the source of interference, next to the IEEE 802.15.4 network. Under
these new circumstances we test interference impact in different channels:
•

Sending a large file from the laptop to the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on
20th channel (2450MHz).
As expected, no operation was possible under these circumstances.
Network setup was unsuccessful and for further experimentation, network was set up before introduction of any interference.
If interferences appeared during operation, the majority of status messages were lost while all action and update messages and their retransmissions where destroyed by Wi-Fi communication. Performance
suffered a total degradation but even though the WAC system didn’t
pass the test, it didn’t produce any execution failure.
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•

Sending a large file from the laptop to the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on
21st channel (2455MHz).
As in the 20th channel test, interferences provoked a total degradation
of the system. The WAC system didn’t pass this test either but avoided
any execution failure.

•

Sending a large file from the laptop to the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on
22nd channel (2460MHz).
As we also expected, severe degradation on system performance was
found in this test. Even though node setup was possible in some cases
many retransmissions were needed to achieve it.
Once under normal operation, many status, update and command
messages were correctly sent and received after some retransmissions
but even though ARQ is performing well, some of the frames are totally
lost. This behaviour has a severe impact on synchronization procedure,
which needs many configuration messages. Being lost some of the
necessary configuration messages for synchronization, the coordinator
usually aborts further action after total loss of sync frames.
Even though, the system is still capable to perform simple operations,
which don’t need synchronization, but performance speed is severely
reduced.

Finally, the test was held trying to reproduce a more realistic situation. In this
new case the laptop was taken 3m away from the IEEE 802.15.4 network,
similar to the situation we may encounter in a home environment.
The tests were repeated for this setup, setting the Access Point or the laptop
as the interference source and determining its impact on different channels:
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Access Point as source of interference (with laptop 3m away from setup)
Like in the original setup, no major interference effects could be found with
this configuration. Considering that distance from IEEE 802.15.4 network to
the Access Point hasn’t changed, this was the expected result.
Laptop as source of interference (with laptop 3m away from setup)
•

Sending a large file from the laptop to the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on
20th channel (2450MHz).
As expected, network setup was unsuccessful in this situation. For further experimentation, network was set up before introduction of any interference.
If interferences appeared during operation, the majority of status messages were lost while almost all action and update messages and their
retransmissions where destroyed by Wi-Fi communication. Even
though very light communication was possible, performance was severely reduced. During the test, only one simple action could be performed before total loss of communication but the system didn’t produce any execution failure.

•

Sending a large file from the laptop to the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on
21st channel (2455MHz).
As we were expecting, behaviour in this channel is the same that we
found on the 20th channel.

•

Sending a large file from the laptop to the AP, IEEE 802.15.4 working on
22nd channel (2460MHz).
Severe degradation on system performance was also expected and
found in this test. Even though node setup was possible in some cases
many retransmissions were needed to achieve it.
As it happened in the previous test, many status, update and command
messages were correctly sent and received but retransmissions were
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needed. ARQ system performed well and even though some frames
were totally lost the system was even capable to perform some synchronized actions.
Nevertheless, the coordinator ends up aborting further action and
blocks the system after some packet loss. This way, no execution failure occurs.

3.4

Bluetooth Interference impact on WAC

3.4.1 Setup
The source of interference is a laptop (Dell Latitude D620) with an attached
Bluetooth Class II USB Dongle and is configured to establish connection with
a Bluetooth enabled iPAQ approximately 50cm away.

Figure 14. Bluetooth interference test setup

For such tests link usage is intended to be at its maximum by sending a large
file from the laptop to the iPAQ using the Windows XP default tools.
In this setup, shown in Figure 15, the laptop is placed about 30cm away from
the AquisGrain 1.0 gateway and one node, while the second node is about
50cm away, next to the iPAQ.
28
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WAC
system

node

detector

~50cm

iPAQ
~50 cm
LOS

node
~30cm

~30cm
coordinator

WAC

Figure 15. Bluetooth interference test setup diagram

Additionally, a detector node, external to the system is monitoring channel
occupancy and retrieves information about Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and microwave
interferences [16] during system operation. In this case it was placed between
the nodes, inside the setup, in order to state the presence of Bluetooth interferences.

3.4.2 Expected results
Bluetooth uses FHSS (Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum) technology. As
it can be seen in the depicted frequency usage in Figure 16, every 625μs a
new frequency is chosen out of 79 possible frequencies with a 1MHz distance
between them. An exception to this rule comes with the super frame, which
takes 3 or 5 frames long [20].

Figure 16. Bluetooth system Frequency Hopping [8]
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IEEE 802.15.4 frame duration may vary from little more than 300μs to almost
a ms. By simple comparison we may conclude that Bluetooth is going to have
a bursty but light impact on IEEE 802.15.4 communications as long as it is
continuously changing the operating frequency.
In terms of power, Bluetooth class II devices may transmit up to 4dBm, which
is 4dB more than the IEEE 802.15.4 power output of 0dBm (although in some
cases it is allowed to boost it up to 6dBm). Bluetooth class I devices, for instance, have a maximum transmitting power of 20dBm.
Bluetooth implements Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum, which reduces
its impact on IEEE 802.15.4 coexistence, which otherwise would not be possible only by means of power. A. Sikora studies [8] showed that less than 10%
of frames would be lost in case of Bluetooth interference, which leads to think
that the already implemented ARQ protocol will prevent any performance error
in our tests.

3.4.3 Test results
Bluetooth communication was held all the time during the test, sending a large
file between the laptop and the iPAQ, while the WAC system was set to perform a sequence of synchronized and non-synchronized actions.
Results, as expected from the aforementioned studies, showed no impact on
system performance due to Bluetooth interference. Node connection was
established without any problem and all actions were executed as expected.
No retransmissions were fired during the test due to interference.
In general terms, the WAC system passed the test without any noticeable
difference between normal operation and Bluetooth interfered operation.

3.5

Conclusions

Our tests showed that only Wi-Fi has a critical impact on the existing WAC
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system while neither Bluetooth nor microwave oven interferences produced
any noticeable performance degradation.
As we expected, microwave oven interferences had little impact on packetloss rate. In this case, WAC ARQ system performed as expected, preventing
the system from any execution failure.
In the Bluetooth case not even a packet was lost due to interference. Even
though some packet loss may happen eventually, WAC ARQ system would
prevent the system from any performance error.
Wi-Fi, then, is the main interference on the ISM band affecting IEEE 802.15.4
coexistence. Tests revealed that actual WAC system is not capable of operating in presence of IEEE 802.11 communications. In this case, due to Wi-Fi
interferences, WAC system aborts all actions and even fails into an execution
failure.
In conclusion, neither Bluetooth interference nor microwave oven interference
represent a real threat on the actual WAC system. However IEEE 802.11b/g
interference is the main source of errors in IEEE 802.15.4 communications.
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4 Adaptive Interference Avoidance (AIA)
4.1

Introduction

Initial tests have shown how IEEE 802.15.4 coexists with other ISM band
technologies. Results indicate that IEEE 802.15.4 communications are not
able to coexist fairly with IEEE 802.11, which may severely interfere them. We
must then provide of interference-robust communications those IEEE
802.15.4 applications demanding of a low packet-loss rate such as WAC.
However, some requirements have to be kept in mind in any solution design.
As a major design point, this solution must be compatible with existing IEEE
802.15.4 systems so it is required to be 100% standard compliant. Additionally, being IEEE 802.15.4 designed for lightweight devices, solution complexity
has to be optimised to reduce the impact on system resources. In this way,
implementation has to meet AquisGrain 1.0 specifications.
Given these requirements and with all the information gathered in initial tests,
interference avoidance stands out as the most suitable solution for IEEE
802.15.4 coexistence with other 2.4GHz ISM band technologies. This technique, also proposed in other IEEE 802.15.4 coexistence studies, provides the
simplest and more efficient solution as introduced in the State-of-the-Art
Chapter.
As a result, an Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) solution, named Adaptive
Interference Avoidance (AIA) from now on, is the proposed solution. This
solution, implementing a dedicated control channel for frequency hopping
control messages, will use a detector to know the ISM band spectrum occupancy and switch system operation channel accordingly, making the best use
of the constrained resources available in the IEEE 802.15.4 platform.
Other frequency hopping solutions, such as FHSS (Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum) were discarded because of their need of modifications in
lower layers of the standard, which doesn’t meet our requirements.
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4.2

Features

The proposed approach means that system needs to scan the entire ISM
band and be able to determine channel occupancy and point out the presence
of different technologies, especially Wi-Fi. For this purpose a central detection
unit will be responsible of the interference management. As long as IEEE
802.15.4 has a more reduced operation range than any of its interferers, this
detection setup can point out the interference status of all IEEE 802.15.4 links.
This decision leads to a more flexible setup topology, which may be peer-topeer or star shaped.
As can be seen on the diagram below, interference detection results are
handed to the coordinator, which is the responsible of organising the node
network. Even though this system may support different topologies, the diagram shows a star topology, which is, by the way, the one used in the WAC
system.
node

node

node

node

Coordinator
Interference
detector

Figure 17. AIA network setup example

AIA communication will be also using a specific control channel at some
points of operation, different from the system operation channel. This new
channel is not only developing an important role on AIA operation but also
relieves operation channel throughput.
In the following flowchart, an AIA operation overview is given. It can be observed how communication switches the used channel depending on system
status and interference detection results. This way, AIA does change operation channel if it is not necessary, reducing system resources usage.
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Interference detection

Channel is kept

YES

Is communication
done in an
interference-free
channel?
NO
Are there any
channels free of
interference?

NO

YES
YES

Choose that
channel

Is there only
one channel
free?
NO
Choose one free
channel randomly
Communication is
switched to the chosen
channel

Figure 18. AIA operation overview

Once detection results are retrieved, system evaluates if the current operation
channel is still suitable for communication. If current channel is interfered, the
algorithm will automatically fire the switching procedure.
The first step in this procedure is checking ISM band occupancy status. If
there are no free channels available, system operation will be aborted until
new detections find a free channel. On the other hand, if one or more interference-free channels are found, system will switch its operation channel to it.
Channel choice is based on how many interference-free channels are available. If only one free channel is found, operation will be switched towards it,
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but if more than one free channel is available the system will choose randomly
which one of them is going to be used for further communication. This random
choice prevents the system from colliding with other AIA systems that, otherwise, would be taking the same decisions.
We can then distinguish different actors involved in the AIA operation: Interference detector, coordinator, node and the aforementioned control channel.

4.2.1 Control channel
Control channel is a channel used by the AIA protocol to transmit AIA control
messages in case of interference. Those AIA control messages indicate
whether it is necessary to switch operation channel to another channel or
rather keep it, depending on detection results.
Having this role, control channel is established as a system constant, which
cannot be changed during system operation. For this reason, this channel has
to be carefully chosen along the IEEE 802.15.4 channel range as it is expected to provide high reliability to all AIA control messages.
During normal operation, AIA control messages are transmitted on the operation channel and the control channel. In case of any part of the system being
interfered and losing communication in the operation channel, this control
channel is the common channel where those lost system modules can get the
most updated AIA control messages in order to re-establish their communication with the rest of the network.

4.2.2 Detector
The AIA system detector aims to provide an overview of channel occupancy.
Moreover, it also decides which are the best actions to be taken depending on
system status.
An important goal of this module is to provide accurate results about which
technologies are present on the ISM band and its channel usage. Previous
development has already been done on this field and Daniel Martínez Gamote
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detector implementation on the AquisGrain 1.0 platform [16] completely fulfils
this needs. Martínez Gamote implementation, then, is used in our AIA project.
Nevertheless, modifications and further features have been added to the
original detector to satisfy system needs. In particular, detection procedure
has been slightly simplified to speed detection times and a decision algorithm
has been added. This algorithm decides, depending on system operating
channel and detection interference results, which actions are required. Once
this decision has been taken, an AIA control message is sent to the coordinator.

4.2.3 Coordinator
The coordinator is responsible of controlling network operation. This not only
involves network setup and message handshaking but AIA coordination as
well. Overall, coordination task consists on:
•

Listen to AIA control messages sent by the detector.

•

Indicate to each node the actions that have to be taken according to the
received AIA control message.

•

Keep track of node status.

Coordinator, then, also gathers information on node status. This valuable
information can be used for any application using the AIA protocol, having this
way, much more control on system performance.

4.2.4 Node
AIA operation on nodes has been kept as simple as possible because nodes
are supposed to be the most resource-limited modules on our system. Its only
duty on AIA protocol is to listen to coordinator AIA messages, indicating their
status, and switch their operation channel accordingly.
Additionally, nodes will also report their operation status to indicate the coordinator if they are on a working channel or under interference influence.
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5 Control Channel
5.1

Introduction

The control channel is assumed to be an ideally interference-free channel
where communication can be assumed as being always possible.
Having this channel, all IEEE 802.15.4 network members can easily coordinate through it to avoid interferences using the proposed Adaptive Interference Avoidance (AIA) system. According to it, this control channel is the one
where coordination of the AIA will be held in case of any of the modules has
lost its communication with the network. In this channel, those lost modules
may receive the most updated AIA control messages containing the necessary information for them to establish communication with the network again.
Moreover, the use of this channel also aims to protect the system from execution failures due to interferences. Any node that has lost the connection with
its coordinator due to interferences may use the control channel for receiving
updated AIA messages in order to re-establish its communication again, but
during all this time it will prevent any action execution. As a result, while using
the control channel as the main channel only AIA procedures are allowed,
preventing the system from performing any other action that may not result as
expected due to interferences.
Ideally, this control channel is totally free of interference, but the reality is that
a totally interference-free channel cannot be guaranteed in the ISM band.
Given that situation, we can only expect to set a control channel that provides
the maximum reliability as possible from the IEEE 802.15.4 channel range.
Then, the only challenge is finding a free IEEE 802.15.4 channel that combined with other techniques such as ARQ guarantees that no packet will be
lost.
As seen on initial tests, microwave oven interferences or Bluetooth interferences have no impact on our system if ARQ is used. Considering the same
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configuration used on the tests, implementing an ARQ protocol in the control
channel with up to 3 retransmissions makes communication robust enough
against Bluetooth and microwave oven interferences. On the other hand, WiFi interferences destroy any IEEE 802.15.4 communications even if ARQ is
used.
Given these results, the chosen control channel has to be free of Wi-Fi interferences, while the presence of other kinds of interferences does not have any
noticeable impact on channel performance if ARQ is used.

5.2

Previous experiences

At the beginning of the AIA design, due to the spectrum usage of Wi-Fi communications, a static control channel was chosen on the 26th IEEE 802.15.4
channel. Further tests on that channel showed a high packet loss rate due to
interferences when highest Wi-Fi channels were used. The control channel,
then, could not be a fixed system variable; it must be defined by the initialisation routine of our system depending on the spectrum usage.
As we can see in the figure below, Wi-Fi has a wide bandwidth usage compared to IEEE 802.15.4 and all channels seem likely to be interfered by Wi-Fi
communications.

Figure 19. IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11 channel spectrum [19]
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Nevertheless, if we give a closer look to the Wi-Fi spectrum usage we will see
that its channels overlap. Even though Wi-Fi has such a large range of channels no communication is possible in consecutive channels because they will
severely interfere each other. This means that Wi-Fi communications will
follow a given spectrum pattern to avoid interference from other Wi-Fi networks, leading to the spectrum usage shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: IEEE 802.11 common channel allocations

As we can see, some frequency gaps are left allowing IEEE 802.15.4 channel
allocation between Wi-Fi channels. These spectrum gaps are the most
unlikely to be interfered by Wi-Fi and for that reason they constitute our control channel candidates.
Considering only the first three allocation schemes (the ones with better spectrum usage), 8 IEEE 802.15.4 channels are taken as candidates, having the
following priority: 26, 11, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21 and 22. Note that 26th and 11th
channels have more priority than the other ones because they are more likely
to be free of Wi-Fi interferences. In particular, Wi-Fi systems under US regulation [21], where only 11 channels are used, will never interfere the highest
IEEE 802.15.4 channels.
Having such a reduced group of channel candidates, a setup procedure involving Wi-Fi detection will establish a control channel to be used in the AIA
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system.

5.3

Setup procedure

The control channel setup procedure is fired by the detector, scanning the
spectrum to determine which channel should be chosen among all candidates
as can be seen on Figure 21 where the proposed routine is depicted.
Once detector has chosen the control channel a retransmission routine is
fired. In this routine the detector repeatedly broadcasts a setup message on
the chosen channel and waits a given time for a coordinator acknowledgment.
Meanwhile, coordinator is sequentially checking all the candidates, listening
for the detector setup message. Once the setup message is received, coordinator sets up its control channel on that channel, acknowledges the detector
and communication between detector and coordinator is established.
Finally, coordinator accepts incoming communications and nodes can link to
it. IEEE 802.15.4 implements an initialisation function in which nodes will
automatically connect to a coordinator with the same Personal Area Network
Identification (PANId) as their own. This way, coordinator and nodes share the
same PANId, which is set in advance, and as soon as coordinator accepts
incoming communications, nodes will link to it independently of which channel
the coordinator is using. In order to accomplish system setup, nodes would
poll the coordinator for the control channel number.
It is important to note that coordinator needs to listen long enough on each
candidate in the initial routine; otherwise it will never receive the detector
setup message. In particular, it should spend on each candidate at least the
same time it takes to the detector to send the message and wait for an answer.
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WiFi detection and results retrieval

Detector decides which is going to be
the control channel from candidates

Are all
candidates
interfered?

YES

NO
Detector sends a
setup message on
control channel and
waits 2Ttx for
coordinator ACK
Coordinator sequentially
checks all candidates for a
setup message*. When
received, sends an ACK to
the detector.

NO

ACK received
from coordinator?
YES

Both detector and coordinator set the
control channel.

Detector starts
normal operation.

Coordinator now
accepts incoming
communications

Coordinator waits Tdet
on control channel for
incoming node
communications.

Coordinator and
nodes are now set up
and start normal
operation.

* Note that coordinator spends at least 3Ttx on every candidate in order to listen for a setup
message.
Figure 21. AIA control channel setup routine flowchart
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Detector

Tdet

Coordinator

Detector starts
scanning for Wi-Fi
interferences

ControlCh
Detector decides
which is going to be
the control channel
and broadcasts a
setup message in it.

Node

Coordinator receives the
setup message on the
control channel and
finishes its initialization.
Control channel is set
now and will accept
incoming connections.

ACK

Upon reception of
coordinator
acknowledgement, control
channel is set on the
detector.
New detection starts as in

Once all nodes
are connected,
normal AIA
operation can
start.

Now that coordinator
accepts incoming
connections, nodes
connect to the
coordinator and poll
for the control
channel.

Coordinator answers
nodes with the used
control channel.
Nodes set their control
channel and start
normal AIA operation.

Figure 22: Control channel setup procedure

AIA message handshaking is depicted in Figure 22 where every module role
is described. Once this procedure has finished, system can start the described
AIA operation.
Given this procedure, we may eventually encounter some situations that will
prevent the system from performing as expected:
•

None of the control channel candidates is free of interference:
In the case that none of the 8 channel candidates was free of interference we would be facing a heavily crowded ISM band. In such situation, even Wi-Fi communications would be severely interfered.
Nevertheless, detector will keep scanning the band until one of the
candidates is available.

•

Control channel interfered during operation:
Even though control channel may handle some interference, heavy WiFi interference would totally destroy IEEE 802.15.4 communication. Being such an important system constant, control channel cannot be
modified during normal operation. In such case, a system reset would
be needed to restart the setup procedure.
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Overall, using this setup technique makes our system more flexible and robust
but, on the other hand, makes start-up procedure longer compared to having
a static control channel. In particular, the system will need an extra Wi-Fi
detection time (around 30 seconds) to set up. However, our system aims to
provide communication robustness for packet-loss critical applications and
speed is a desirable but minor priority.
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6 Detector
6.1

Introduction

ISM band occupancy awareness is the base of the AIA protocol. Knowing
which technologies are present and in which bands is essential for frequency
avoidance. As an adaptative system, AIA needs a detection module to provide
such information in order to take the best decisions.
Frequency Hopping has already been implemented in other technologies such
as Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) [20], but in that case, frequency hopping was
done through a pre-established channel sequence at given time intervals
without the need of knowing channel status. In the AIA case, information provided by detector is used to decide which is the most suitable action to be
taken. This way, it improves system performance and resource usage by only
changing operation channel when necessary, knowing ISM band channels
status.
Some detection projects have already been developed on the AquisGrain 1.0
platform. In particular, Daniel Martínez Gamote project on RF-interference
detection over 2.4GHz ISM Band with IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver [16] perfectly
suits the aim of this AIA module. Nevertheless, many modifications where
done on this project to fit AIA requirements.

6.2

Features

The original detection procedure consists on 4 different rounds where the
activity of the main ISM interferer technologies is checked. Bluetooth interferences, microwave oven interferences, Wi-Fi interferences and other IEEE
802.15.4 system interferences are sequentially detected. As long as detection
procedure depends on how many interferences are found, total detection
takes from 48 seconds to up to 2:52 min long, being between 1:30 min and
2:30 min typical detection times. The detection results, which are sent to a PC
application via serial port communication, achieve accuracy over 80% at iden©
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tifying interference types, reaching even 100% in some cases.
Thanks to its original design modularity, modifications where easily integrated.
Since we have proven that Bluetooth and microwave oven interferences do
not represent a real threat for system performance, those detections were
removed from detection procedure. Additionally, a decision algorithm is fired
every time detection protocol is finished and its results are sent to the system
coordinator using an established AIA control message structure. As a result, a
whole detection and decision cycle now lasts ~46sec while keeping its original
accuracy.
Moreover, the modifications done to the detector module disabled the original
serial port communication with the PC. Being the PC not involved anymore in
this detection process, this communication was disabled in order to reduce
design complexity and switch to a stand-alone module.
Modularity was kept as one of the key points in module design in order to
easily upgrade the detector. Future detection projects can be easily adapted
to the system as long as they keep the AIA control message structure. This
solution permits further development in the detection field and easy integration, even if adopting different technologies.
The detector operation flowchart, excluding the aforementioned control channel initialisation procedure, is depicted in Figure 23. Operation starts with an
ISM band detection where Wi-Fi and IEEE 802.15.4 channel occupancy results are retrieved. Once detection is finished, the decision algorithm is fired.
The decision algorithm starts by checking if whether an action has to be taken
or not. If a detection error has occurred or there are not any available channels free of Wi-Fi and IEEE 802.15.4 interference, an AIA error message will
be set and sent to the coordinator in order to keep the communication in the
control channel or move it towards it in case communication was held in a
different channel. Straight afterwards, detection will be restarted to retrieve
new results. On the other hand, if detection was successful but the currently
used channel is not the control channel and is free of Wi-Fi, detector will resolve that switching operation channel is not needed and will set an AIA con48
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trol message stating that current channel is still suitable for communication.
In the case that currently used channel is not suitable –either it is found to be
interfered or either it is the control channel– detector will check which channels are free of Wi-Fi and IEEE 802.15.4 communications and choose one to
establish a new operation channel. This choice is randomly resolved to avoid
collisions with any other AIA system working in the surroundings, which otherwise will take the same decisions. Once decision is taken an AIA control
message is set, containing all the necessary information for the coordinator to
change the operation channel. It is important to note that as soon as the detector sets a message it is immediately sent to the coordinator.
Transmission procedure starts by establishing communication with coordinator. For such purpose, detector will first try to contact coordinator on the last
known operation channel, where communication is supposed to be developed
normally. In case coordinator was not found in this channel –because it may
have lost connection with detector during long time and resolved to stop operation–, detector will try to establish communication with it on control channel, where coordinator will be waiting for an AIA control message. Once communication is established, AIA control message will be transmitted using an
ARQ protocol, already implemented in IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer [1], and
detector will save current operation channel number.
Sending the detector message to the coordinator in its last known operation
channel in first place aims to prevent the coordinator from switching to another
channel to retrieve this information, raising the probability of losing communication with the rest of the network, working in the operating channel. Since the
AquisGrain 1.0 platform does not implement two radio interfaces and detection times may vary, this protocol provides the best solution, otherwise, the
coordinator would have to regularly poll the detector for detection results,
being likely to increase packet-loss.
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Message transmission involves an ARQ protocol handled by the lower layer (as described
in IEEE 802.15.4 standards)
Figure 23. AIA detector operation flowchart
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Finally, as soon as an AIA control message has been handled, detection sequence restarts retrieving new data.
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7 Coordinator
7.1

Introduction

The coordinator is the central module of the AIA system. It handles all AIA
message handshaking and is responsible to coordinate AIA operation in frequency and time.
An AquisGrain 1.0 based coordinator was already developed and it provides
all necessary functions, establishing a framework for mainly all IEEE 802.15.4
applications, such as WAC. The AIA protocol coordinator module is, then,
implemented on this AquisGrain 1.0 coordinator, adding AIA functionalities to
the already existing ones.
Those added functionalities consist mainly of AIA message handshaking procedure and node status surveillance.

7.2

Features

Coordination tasks not only involve AIA communication control but node
status tracking as well. These two different tasks can be clearly identified on
the system.
As it can be seen in Figure 24, where the global AIA coordination process is
depicted, the coordinator will check node status every time an AIA message is
sent to them. Every AIA message transmission is done under an ARQ protocol involving 3 retransmissions. If coordinator doesn’t receive an acknowledgement from one node upon last retransmission indicating its status, coordinator will set its state to not-ready. Node status will be checked again the
next time a new AIA message is sent to the nodes.
Moreover, coordinator will send a beacon at regular intervals as soon as system has been initialised and an operation channel has been set. This beaconing procedure consists on retransmitting every tmsg the last AIA control message to all nodes, which will be waiting for it. This system allows every node to
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know its own status (ready or non-ready) and stop their operation if communication was lost due to interference.
However, AIA control message handling stands out as the main process of
this protocol module. Once coordinator has been initialised and communication with nodes has been established, it will wait for a message from detector
to start the AIA operation.
As soon as an AIA control message is sent from the detector and received by
the coordinator, it is acknowledged and its contents are checked to determine
if it is a valid message. In the case an error message was received from detector, coordinator will broadcast the message, both in operation and control
channel, indicating all nodes to stop operation and switch to control channel.
Such procedure will be also fired if the AIA detection message, expected to be
received every tnewdet, is not received by the coordinator, meaning that communication between detector and coordinator was lost due to interference and
no information about channel occupancy is available. In both cases, after
sending an error message to all nodes, coordinator will set up in control channel and wait for a new message from the detector.
If message received by the coordinator was a valid AIA control message,
coordinator will also broadcast it to all nodes, both in operation and control
channel, indicating whether they should keep its current operation channel or
switch towards a new one. In any case, transmission will be done under the
aforementioned ARQ protocol, which is also used by the coordinator to know
each node status.
Finally, coordinator will start normal operation before a new AIA control message is received from the detector, which has to be received by the coordinator before tnewdet. If this is not the case, coordinator will resolve that an error
has occurred and all nodes will be notified as previously described.
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Error
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NO
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tnewdet
expired?
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Connection lost
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* In case the ACK system fails to, this node status is set to disabled and no command packets are sent to it. This
node would switch again to the 26th in less than 2Tdet and there it will receive a new switch message.
# tnewdet is a multiple of tbackoff. tbackoff is scheduled by an interruption that fires the polling to the detector.
+ No timers are set right after initialisation. These timers will be set after reception of the first AIA detection message.
Figure 24. AIA coordinator operation flowchart
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Overall, as can be seen in the flowchart depicted in Figure 25, even though
coordinator depends on detector decisions, it can also take its own decisions
when it is required. In particular, coordinator is able to determine if communication with detector has been lost, firing an error routine that may be decisive
to avoid any execution failure.
As a result, coordinator implements the necessary AIA tools for interference
handling and it may face interference scenarios such as the one depicted in
the example below.

Detector
Detection has
finished and the
decision algorithm
indicates the
operation channel

Tdet

Coordinator

Nodes

Switch Ch.
ACK

Switch Ch.

The coordinator sets its
new operation channel

ACK

The nodes receive
the switching
message and set
their new operation
channel

Retx.

After receiving the nodes
ACK, the coordinator sets
node status to ready and
normal action can start

Retx.

....

Retransmission at
regular intervals of the
last AIA message is
sent to the nodes for
them to check their
communication status

Retx.

A new detection
has finished and
the AIA detection
message is sent
to the coordinator

Retx.

Switch Ch.

X
Switch Ch.

X
Coordinator didn’t
retrieve any ACK
message and the
ARQ procedure is
fired up to 3 times

Switch Ch.

X
ERROR

The coordinator was
expecting an AIA message
from detector that didn’t
arrive. It sets an error and
switches to control channel

ACK

Now, all actions would be
stopped until the detector
module indicates a new
valid channel

Nodes receive the
error message and
also switch to
control channel

Figure 25. Message sequence chart of the AIA system under interference
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Additionally, the coordinator also provides very useful information about node
status. This information, which can be easily shared with other coordinator
applications or even other applications running on a PC connected via serial
port, will provide any application using the AIA protocol with more control.

7.3

WAC integration on AIA

Some modifications where done on the coordinator to allow testing the existing WAC system using the developed AIA protocol. Those modifications on
the WAC code were aiming to take advantage of the AIA added features, such
as knowing which is the status of the used channel and if nodes are ready to
perform a given action.
For such purpose, the WAC coordinator was modified to use the AIA variables
that define node status (ready or not-ready). This way, WAC system is aware
of node readiness and therefore optimises the retransmission procedure.
The WAC coordinator retransmission procedure was also reprogrammed to be
persistent. Until now, the programmed ARQ only fired 4 retransmissions when
the packet was lost, likely due to interference, and if after those retransmissions communication was unsuccessful it aborted any further action. However,
in this new implementation, the AIA system allows the system to recover from
interference, which means that any system integrating the AIA protocol could
resume any action aborted due to interferences. Given this new scenario,
WAC retransmission protocol is not blocking anymore and fires bursts of retransmissions each time the channel is detected to be free.
With these modifications, actions can now be stopped securely when interferences appear. Moreover, those aborted actions can be also securely resumed
after recovering from the interferences.
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8 Node
8.1

Introduction

Nodes are usually responsible of driving end application devices such as
sensors or actuators. In IEEE 802.15.4 applications, nodes are expected to be
lightweight and usually resource-constrained devices, not only by means of
power consumption but processing resources as well. Given this situation, any
added feature to node functionality has to carefully take this limitation into
account.
The AIA system aims to provide added robustness to IEEE 802.15.4 communications so any programmed AIA function on the node will be adding complexity to the final system. For that reason, few AIA procedures are implemented on the nodes.
Overall, nodes only implement a channel switching mechanism and a status
tracking function. This way, nodes are not only able to develop a basic AIA
function such as channel switching but are also aware of their own status –
whether they are ready or interfered–.

8.2

Features

As stated on introduction, node AIA functions aim to execute channel switching and keep track of their own status. Both functions involve AIA control
message handshaking with the coordinator.
In Figure 26, the AIA node processes are depicted as a flowchart where main
node operation is referred as normal operation.
Node will initially setup its connection with a coordinator. A PANId (Personal
Area Network Id) number is given to all network devices and nodes will only
connect to the matching coordinator of its network, independently of the used
channel, as stated in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard functions [1]. Once communication is established, the node will poll its coordinator for the control channel
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number where the AIA message handling is going to be developed.
After initialization on control channel, the node waits for an AIA control message. This message should indicate whether there has been an error or which
channel is going to be the operation channel from that moment. In case an
error message is received, node will stay on the control channel, where normal actions are not allowed to be fired, and wait for another AIA message
indicating which is going to be the operation channel.
Once a non-error AIA message has been received, node switches its operation channel or keeps it depending on the AIA command and coordinator is
immediately acknowledged. Such acknowledgment is done in the next operation channel indicated by the coordinator. This way, coordinator knows node
working channel and status.
Additionally, as soon as first AIA message is received, the node starts a timer
(tmsg). If the node doesn’t receive any message –either an AIA or a normal
message– before this timer is fired, it will set its state to not ready, indicating
that interference is affecting its communications. In this state, the node automatically blocks any further action, switching to the network common control
channel.
Once on this channel, the node will wait for an updated AIA message, which
indicates the operating channel number, and action is resumed as soon as the
node switches again to a working channel.
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Figure 26. AIA node operation flowchart
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As can be seen in the flowchart, even though nodes depend on the AIA commands received from coordinator they can also take decisions by themselves
when it is required. If operation is interfered and no packets are received from
coordinator, the nodes will block further action and move towards control
channel even if any AIA command has been received.
It is important to note that in terms of performance, AIA commands will never
abort any action that its execution is in progress. Even though interferences
may appear during the execution of an action the AIA system considers that
actions are securely fired and as soon as they are executed is because interference has no impact on them. This way, any AIA command execution will be
delayed until the end of the active action. Then, it will abort any upcoming
action and execute the AIA command.
As a result, the whole system is able to handle interference scenarios such as
the one depicted in the example in Figure 27, not only preventing execution
failures but making possible communication re-establishment.
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Coordinator
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X
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X
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*If the coordinator sends any action message to this node after it has switched to the control channel, it will receive
no answer. As a result, the coordinator will set this node status as not ready and all actions involving this node will
be aborted until its status changes.
Figure 27. Message sequence chart of the AIA system recovering from interference
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9 Implementation
9.1

Introduction

The AIA system has been entirely developed over the ATMEL ATmega128L
8-bit microcontroller [2] on AquisGrain 1.0 platform in C programming language.
Implementation aimed to be as modular as possible, making further modifications and improvements easier. For such purpose, source code is widely
documented and commented and to provide more flexibility, different AIA
versions implementing only some specific features are included and documented in the source files as well.
Main issues found during implementation are also pointed out in this chapter
in order to provide of useful information any future development on this platform.

9.2

Message structure

AIA operation uses a specific AIA message structure shared by all network
members and different from other action messages, such as the ones used for
WAC motor control.
These messages are used for all the AIA processes during operation but keep
the same structure, which is declared in SFHAMsg.h :
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enum {
AM_SFHAMsg = 101,
SFHAOpcode_SwitchPoll= 20,
SFHAOpcode_SwitchCh = 30,
SFHAOpcode_ReTxCh = 31,
SFHAOpcode_KeepCh = 32,
SFHAOpcode_Error = 33,
SFHAOpcode_ACK = 34,
SFHAOpcode_SafeCh = 35,
};
struct SFHAMsg
{
UINT8 msgType;
//mandatory (AM_SFHAMsg)
UINT8 group;
//mandatory (DEF_TOS_AM_GROUP)
UINT32 timeStamp; //common (mtimGetTimeStamp();)
UINT8 opcode;
UINT8 newSwMsg;
UINT8 extAddr[8];//common (my extended address)
UINT8 channel;
};

As can be seen, apart from the mandatory and common fields [22], the AIA
message structure contains other relevant information fields:
•

UINT8 opcode
This code is used to indicate the function of the message and takes its
value from the enumeration defined with the message structure
•

SFHAOpcode_SwitchPoll:
Not used in final implementation. Used by some coordinator versions to poll for new results from detector.

•

SFHAOpcode_SwitchCh:
Indicates that operation channel must be switched to a new one.
Both coordinator and detector use this opcode.

•

SFHAOpcode_ReTxCh:
Indicates that current message is a retransmission of the last AIA
message. Coordinator uses this message as a beacon for nodes.
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•

SFHAOpcode_KeepCh:
Indicates that operation channel must be kept as long as it is still
suitable for communication. Both coordinator and detector use this
opcode.

•

SFHAOpcode_Error:
Indicates that an AIA error has occurred. Both coordinator and detector use this opcode.

•

SFHAOpcode_ACK:
Acknowledges the reception of an AIA message. Both coordinator
and node use this opcode.

•

SFHAOpcode_SafeCh:
Used in control channel setup to indicate which is the control channel number. Detector uses this code to indicate which is the chosen
control channel to the coordinator while nodes use this code to poll
coordinator for control channel number on initialisation.

•

UINT8 newSwMsg
This value is used both by coordinator and detector to indicate if message
provides new AIA information. If its value is “1” it means that information is
new while “0” means information has already been sent before.

•

UINT8 channel
This value is used in the whole system to indicate operation channel number. It is only used with SwitchCh, ReTxCh, KeepCh and SafeCh codes,
specifying which is the channel that system must switch to, keep or which
is the selected control channel.
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9.3

Interrupts

As mentioned in previous chapters, in order to keep communication active AIA
modules require specific message timing set by detection time, which is currently ~46seconds. Being the only timing constraint of the whole AIA system,
modules design has to take into account this value and set each module timing accordingly.
As specified in AIA operation, both coordinator and nodes must receive an
AIA message at the end of each detection process; otherwise they may set an
error. Moreover, more frequent AIA retransmissions are expected by all nodes
to check their communication status with coordinator.
Given these requirements, two timers are needed in both coordinator and
nodes to check AIA message reception timing. For resource usage optimisation the AIA detection message timer length is set as a multiple of the AIA
retransmissions timer length, being 52 seconds and 4 seconds, respectively.
With this timer settings only a 4 seconds long timer is needed. This timer,
then, fires an interrupt, programmed on the ATmega128L, which executes the
aforementioned tasks.
The ATMEL microprocessor provides four timers [2] that can be set to trigger
preset or custom interrupts. AquisGrain 1.0 platform applications already
implement two timers, used for MAC layer and application main loop control.
For AIA operation, then, only one of the two remaining timers is used. In particular, Timer/Counter3 is the one used to trigger the interrupt.
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This interrupt is set during the initialisation procedure, in the interruptInit()
function:
void interruptInit()
{
/*disables the interrupt vector correspondent to the OCF3A
flag.*/
ETIMSK &= ~BM(OCIE3A);
/* ETIMSK (Bit 4 – OCIE3A):
Match Interrupt enable

Timer/Counter3,

Output

Compare

A

When this bit is written to one, and the I-flag in the Status
Register is set (interrupts globally enabled), the Timer/Counter3
Output Compare A Match Interrupt is enabled. The corresponding
interrupt vector is executed when the OCF3A flag, located in
ETIFR, is set. Now the interrupt is disabled */
/*sets an interrupt that will occur when TCNT3A reaches
OCR3A*/
ETIFR |= BM(OCF3A);
/* ETIFR (Bit 4 – OCF3A): Timer/Counter3, Output Compare A Match
Flag
This flag is set in the timer clock cycle after the counter
(TCNT3) value matches the Output Compare Register A (OCR3A). Note
that a forced output compare (FOC3A) strobe will not set the
OCF3A flag. OCF3A is automatically cleared when the Output
Compare Match 3 A interrupt vector is executed. Alternatively,
OCF3A can be cleared by writing a logic one to its bit location.
Now the interrupt is cleared */
//sets normal operation of the timer
outp(0, TCCR3A);
/* TCCR3A: Timer/Counter3 Control Register A.
This register controls what is done with the Timer/Counter 3, as
well as TCCR3B
Bits: COM3A1=0
COM3A0=0
COM3B1=0
COM3B0=0
COM3C1=0
COM3C0=0
WGM31=0 WGM30=0 */
/*sets the waveform of the interrupt and prescaling of the
clock*/
(now 1024)
outp(13, TCCR3B);
/* Bits: ICNC3=0 ICES3=0 –(Reserved Bit)=0 WGM33=0 WGM32=1
CS32=1 CS31=0 CS30=1 -> (CS32=1
CS31=0
CS30=1)
=
(clk
I/O)/1024 (Prescaling by 1024: (7.37 MHz or 8 MHz)/1024) */
//resets the timer
outp(0, TCNT3H); // reset timer (higher byte)
outp(0, TCNT3L); // reset timer (lower byte)
//sets an interval to fire the timer
OCR3A = INTERRUPT_INTERVAL;
}
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As can be seen, this interrupt will be fired every INTERRUPT_INTERVAL,
defined during initialisation as well:
// sets the interrupt interval to 1s (NOTE: the frequency
clock is divided by 1024)
#if defined(AG_8MHZ) || defined(AG_8MHz)
#define INTERRUPT_INTERVAL 7813
// 7813 clock ticks = ~1s (8.0000 MHz clock)
#else
#define INTERRUPT_INTERVAL 7200
// 7200 clock ticks = 1s (7.3728 MHz clock)
#endif

In this case, interrupts are set to be fired every second and the ISR (Interrupt
Service Routine) is in charge to execute the right actions every 4 and 52 seconds:
SIGNAL(SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE3A)
{
// Reset the overflow flag
OCR3A = INTERRUPT_INTERVAL;
// Clear the compare(A) interrupt flag
ETIFR = BM(OCF3A);
counter1++;
//there are interrupts every ~1sec
if(counter1>=4)
{
counter1=0;
counter2++;
if(counter2>=13)
/*one interrupt each ~4seconds (to do retx) and one
each ~52 secs (to check if we received any
switching msg).*/
{
/*if we haven't received any switching
message we have to set an error!*/
if(!switch_rx)
{
err=TRUE;
/*sets an error*/
}
counter2=0;
}
else retx=TRUE; /*sets a AIA retransmission*/
}
}

9.3.1 WAC node implementation issues
WAC node implements motor driving. The existing WAC project requires two
timers used as PWM (Pulse Width Modulator) to drive each DC motor [13].
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This means that if the AquisGrain 1.0 application needs two timers and WAC
system needs the other two available on the microcontroller, all timers are
already used.
In such situation, the AIA process will take advantage of the Timer/Counter0,
used to control main loop operation. This timer is set to fire an interrupt every
10ms. Being so, AIA timed routines, with the use of counters, can be set at
the beginning of the loop to be executed at the right times.
inter_count += 10;
// check every 4 seconds if a new message has been received.
If ((inter_count>=4000)&&interrup_fired)
{
if (!received)
{
setup26();
LedRedOff();
LedGreenOff();
}
received=FALSE;
inter_count=0;
}

The use of this timer is restricted only to the cases where there are not any
unused timers. For compatibility reasons, the AIA design uses a different timer
than the used for the main loop scheduling. This way, the system keeps its
modularity and any further modification on the main loop schedule or the AIA
system does not interfere each other.

9.4

Display

For test and debugging purposes, the use of a display is highly valuable.
Relevant information concerning node status, current operation and used
channel can be displayed to check the AIA protocol processes.
AquisGrain 1.0 modules can be used along with a specifically designed LCD
display, shown in Figure 28, which provides 3 lines with 16 characters each.
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Figure 28. AquisGrain 1.0 display board

The use of such display is already documented [23] and a programming library for the AquisGrain 1.0 platform has been already implemented for easy
integration in any application such as AIA.

For such purpose, library mau_display.h is initially declared on each AIA module. After display library declaration, display features are available through the
bundled functions.
9.4.1 WAC detector implementation issues
Detector module implements very complex and resource demanding routines,
both in time and computing terms. AIA development attempted to impact as
little as possible in resource usage by optimizing detection procedure but, on
the other hand, it also added a new decision algorithm.
At some point of development, detector was rebooting during given operations
execution due to stack overflow. Detector module was becoming too complex
and being the display commands the less important part of detector tasks,
some information is not displayed in the screen to reduce resource usage.
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9.4.2 WAC node implementation issues
Node module uses AquisGrain 1.0 PORTE6 and PORTE7 among other pins
to drive a DC motor. In particular, PORTE6 and PORTE7 are connected to the
motor driver to check their position and speed [13]. However, display uses the
same pins to output the signal to the LCD display [23].
Operation of both DC motor and LCD display is still possible because the
Atmega128 microprocessor allows enabling these pins as an output and input
at the same time [2], but in this case LCD operation will trigger false interrupts
in the same pin, being the output and input at the same time. Those interrupts
produced by LCD operation will modify motor position value on node, leading
to an operation error.
Given the situation, LCD display usage has been disabled on node modules to
permit normal WAC operation.

9.5

Development over the AIA system

The AIA system aims to be as transparent as possible to further applications
that may be developed over this platform.
In particular, coordinator and node modules keep all the original framework
functionalities and any application may be able to work over the AIA protocol
seamlessly. However, we need to take the new AIA functionalities and its
limitations into account.
One of the most important features provided by the AIA is the resuming capability in case of interference. Those applications that in order to maintain system integrity abort any further action may want to change their protocol in
order to benefit from this functionality. One of the proposed solutions is the
use of a persistent ARQ system. Since the AIA system may re-establish network communication at some point, applications developed over this system
can abort their activity temporarily until the channel is finally available. At this
moment, the ARQ system will succeed.
AIA node status awareness is also a helpful information, which combined with
©
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the ARQ protocol may provide of a better control of the system. A dedicated
variable node_state, that can be easily checked by any other application using
the modified framework, contains information on node status, indicating if it is
ready or not.
However, not all applications can benefit from these advantages. The AIA
system still has some time limitations, mainly due to the detection process.
Those time-critical applications, then, may find that the AIA system is not
suitable for their purposes.
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10 System Test
10.1 AIA system
After implementation, the AIA system was tested under interference to check
system functionality. These tests aim to qualitatively check system performance and robustness.

10.1.1 Configuration
Setup configuration, shown in Figure 29, is similar to the one already used for
the initial tests. It involves the detector, placed next to the coordinator, and
two nodes, which are placed further away (~3m). Additionally, an ad-hoc Wi-Fi
network is set up, consisting of two IEEE 802.11g enabled laptops next to the
coordinator and nodes, respectively, in order to interfere the setup.

~30cm

node

node

~3m

~50cm
detector

coordinator

Figure 29. AIA system test setup diagram
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First, the basic AIA protocol was tested under interferences to check frequency-hopping behaviour. This basic system has a predefined control channel on the 26th IEEE 802.15.4 channel and detector sets the operation channel
on the lowest available channels instead of picking a random one.
During normal operation, laptops established a Wi-Fi communication to send
and receive a large file. This communication was configured to use the lowest
IEEE 802.11g channel with its central frequency at 2412MHz, which would
directly interfere the IEEE 802.15.4 operation channel.
Later on, the whole AIA system was checked under the same circumstances.
In this case, control channel setup procedure and random operation channel
choice were enabled and overall operation was tested.

10.1.2 Results
Tests show that system can easily detect interferences and take actions to
avoid them. Tests on the simple AIA system indicate that the presence of
interference is always detected and the system manages to switch to another
free channel, being able to reorganize the network and keep it operative.
Depending on interference power and when Wi-Fi communication started,
different results were observed. Even though system was always performing
as expected and results were successful, the AIA system behaved differently
depending on interference characteristics.
If interference was light enough to allow normal operation, nodes did not lose
their communication with coordinator. In this case, normal operation was performed until a new message from detector, which had detected the presence
of interferences, indicated the new operation channel number to nodes and
coordinator and they switched towards it. System, then, was fully operative
during all this process.
On the other hand, Wi-Fi interference is more likely to force nodes to stop
operation. In other tests, when nodes and coordinator completely lost their
connection, the nodes switched to control channel and stopped any further
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action while waiting for a new AIA message. Meanwhile, coordinator, in operation channel, waited for an AIA message from detector as well. However, the
AIA detector message was not received by the coordinator due to the presence of interferences on the used operation channel, where detector and
coordinator tried to establish communication. After that, as long as coordinator
had not received an AIA detection message, it also switched to control channel. Both coordinator and nodes were waiting for a new AIA detection message, which was received after ~46 seconds. Finally, as soon as coordinator
had received a new AIA detection message, it reorganized the network on the
operation channel indicated by the detector.
The result in both situations was a system interference recovery, allowing the
system to resume its current action in an interference-free channel. However,
even the result is the same, the second situation took a whole detection process longer than the first one, which may be of great impact in time-constrained
applications.
Finally, a full-featured AIA system, implementing control channel setup procedure and random operation channel choice was tested under the same conditions and it passed the test with the same results. The full-featured AIA system was able to determine the presence of interferences, avoid them and
recover all node communications. This system, however, was more difficult to
interfere due to the random choice of operation channel.
Overall, these tests showed how the AIA system behaves and how this behaviour compares to the programmed one. However, they also showed some
new characteristics that have to be taken into account. First, we have seen
that the interference effects may vary depending on many different factors and
they result in irregular effects on our AIA system as it is stated in the two different AIA behaviours depicted. Also, this different behaviours produced a
case in which the AIA system took longer to re-establish communication after
interference and it has to be seriously taken into account in time-constrained
applications.
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10.2 WAC integration on the AIA system
10.2.1 Configuration
Modifications were made to the original WAC system to adapt it to the implemented AIA protocol. Those modifications, following the proposed solutions
given in the previous chapter, are aiming to provide more control on communication and allow system to recover and resume the action after interference.
The original WAC system is programmed as a PC application that communicates with the coordinator via serial port [13]. Only minor modifications on this
original implementation were done for test purposes, which are only aiming to
provide a deeper insight in how the WAC system integrates AIA. The modifications basically consisted in modifying the existing ARQ system to a persistent one that will not totally stop the whole system after not achieving success
in a transmission procedure. This way, even though communication may be
lost and nodes will stop further action, system is not blocked indefinitely and
action can be resumed.
For test purposes, WAC system integration was done over the previously
tested simple AIA system, which is easier to interfere and set up while being
also easier to diagnose.

Figure 30. WAC system test setup
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Overall, test setup will be the same as the original WAC system test setup [13]
(Figure 30). Network structure is also kept the same as the previous simple
AIA test, but in this case, two nodes will drive two DC motors respectively and
a dummy node, implementing a display, will be also added to the system for
testing purposes, as depicted in Figure 31.

node
(DC motor)

~30cm

node
(DC motor)

interferer

dummy node
(with display)

~3m

~50cm
WAC

coordinator

detector

interferer

Figure 31. WAC over the AIA system test setup diagram

10.2.2 Results
As we expected from the previous test, the system stopped all actions when
Wi-Fi interference started, using the control channel to recover communication
in another interference-free operation channel as soon as detector indicated
to do so.
The AIA procedures behaved identically as in the original test and showed to
not only avoid execution failures from the WAC system but allow the system
to resume the stopped action as well.
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Overall, the AIA system provided robustness to the WAC system, stopping
actions when necessary and resuming them in a new channel without producing any execution failure. However, synchronization procedure of the WAC
protocol failed in some specific situations due to interference and a robustness
issue was found in this procedure.

10.2.3 Found issues
The original WAC system wasn’t initially aimed to work over the proposed AIA
protocol. It assumed that microwave oven interferences might interfere the
links to some nodes but not the whole network due to its short range and
therefore be the most harmful kind of interferences. However, our tests
showed that Wi-Fi, which was not as thoroughly considered as microwave
oven in the original WAC studies, is the main interferer for IEEE 802.15.4
communications. Moreover, all WAC messages are handled on a PC connected via serial port to the network coordinator, acting as a simple gateway,
which in this case doesn’t provide information about network status to the
coordinator application.
Even though the aforementioned changes where implemented and allowed
the system not only to avoid interference but resume operation when a new
channel was selected, specific issues were found on specific synchronization
operations that lead to execution failure from the nodes.
Synchronization during interference
As long as a whole detection takes ~46 seconds long, it is likely that some
operation will be attempted in an interfered channel before nodes lose their
connection or either they receive a switching message.
Even though the interfered channel will present a high packet loss rate, not all
messages would be lost. This is the case of the WAC messages, sent using
an ARQ system that is repeated every 5 seconds and consists of 4 retransmissions. This system, which keeps the system from stopping all the processes, will success sooner or later, increasing message latency. In this case,
then, packet loss is converted into latency.
80
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Although this may eventually increase general system robustness it may represent an issue in some other cases. In the synchronization case, coordinator
sets a start time for the synchronized action, which is then sent to all nodes. If
only one node fails to receive this start time before the synchronized action is
set to start, a synchronization error may occur and only some nodes would
perform the action while some others would not, leading the system to fail into
an execution failure.
WAC system also includes an E-STOP message [13] used to warn all nodes
of such a synchronization error before start time arrives to prevent the described situation. Its aim is to prevent the system from an execution failure,
but as long as operation is held on an interfered channel it is likely that if the
start time message does not arrive to its destination neither the E-STOP message would do.
This described situation may be critical in those cases, such as the one described in the Figure 32. WAC synchronization failure due to interferences
where, due to the irregular effect of the interferences, one node receives the
start time while the other does not. However, if the channel keeps being interfered, no E-STOP message would be received by any node and as a result,
the node that received the start time message would start its programmed
action without knowing network status and lead the system to a synchronization failure.
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On start time,
system is going
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unexpectedly

Figure 32. WAC synchronization failure due to interferences

Channel loss by some nodes during synchronized action
Nodes will eventually leave operation channel when losing communication
with their coordinator due to interference, switching to the control channel,
even before receiving a switching message. This protection procedure aims to
guarantee that no action is going to be performed under heavy interference.
Such procedure makes possible that while attempting a synchronized action in
presence of interference one node would eventually be ready while another
would not, having switched its operation channel to the control channel. Then,
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a similar situation to the first described scenario would be faced. As a result,
one node would perform the action while the other one would not, as long as it
is not ready, producing an execution failure.

10.2.4 Proposed solutions
The described situations are critical in WAC systems attempting to perform
synchronized actions and solutions are proposed below for these cases.
•

Bridging between AIA protocol and WAC system
The WAC system does not consider channel occupation or either node
status but the AIA protocol provides the coordinator with such information
and can be able to take decisions depending on each node status and actual channel usage. Given this situation, the WAC system must use the
aforementioned information that AIA provides to any application using this
modified framework to coordinate network operation and take the appropriate decisions depending on system status.
The fact is that actual WAC system is using the AquisGrain 1.0 platform as
a gateway, while a PC connected to it via serial port handles all WAC operation, being the coordinator. However, the AquisGrain 1.0 platform is designed as being responsible of all AIA operation. With such system configuration there are two possible approaches:
•

Port all WAC message-handling processes to the AquisGrain 1.0 coordinator.
This way coordinator will be able to handle both WAC and AIA variables accordingly. Nevertheless, AquisGrain 1.0 platform has limited
processing resources.

•

Share AIA information with WAC system using the serial port.
With this solution we would have both systems information in a not so
limited platform.
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Even though both solutions require deeper modifications in WAC system
than the ones implemented for testing purposes, porting all WAC message-handling processes to the AquisGrain 1.0 platform would be the most
suitable option in order to have a stand-alone system if processing resources is not a constraint for developing this solution

•

Add critical messages redundancy
As it can be stated from the aforementioned issues, the loss of critical
messages such as E-STOP or T_START may lead the system to an execution failure.
The AIA protocol is adding more features to the system that may provide
these packets of more robustness. In particular, AIA is introducing a new
channel to the system, the control channel, which is designed to be a suitable channel for high priority messages such as interference detection
messages or switching messages.
A solution, then, would consist on retransmitting those WAC system critical
messages on both channels: operation and control ones. This redundancy
would contribute to considerably raise successful transmission probability.
On the other hand, this system will require that both coordinator and nodes
check operation and control channels as often as possible, not only reducing system throughput but also requiring precise switch timing to synchronize channel usage. However, implementing this solution into a platform
that integrates two radio interfaces would solve this issue and represent
one of the optimal solutions.
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11 Conclusions
After reviewing the literature and performing our own tests to determine main
2.4GHz ISM band interferences impact on the WAC system a list of the main
interfering technologies was obtained. As a result, the AIA protocol was proposed and afterwards implemented. The chosen technique, interference
avoidance, was proposed as the most suitable standard-compatible solution
for the resource-constrained AquisGrain 1.0 platform combining flexibility and
robustness, compared to other techniques such as FHSS (Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum) or collaborative techniques involving communication with
the interferer technology devices.
Further tests on the AIA system showed that this proposed protocol provides
robustness to IEEE 802.15.4 communications when operating along with other
2.4 GHz ISM band technologies, even allowing the system to recover after
heavy interferences. These test results where also compared with the expected behaviour of the AIA system to point out the differences. From this
comparison we defined two different system behaviours that occurred in particular interference situations and how do they affect the overall system performance.
Moreover, the WAC application has been implemented over the AIA system
and test results show that the proposed protocol provides interference robustness to an interference-critical application. Furthermore, AIA not only prevents
the WAC system from execution failures due to interference but also allows
the system to resume WAC actions that were stopped previously. In qualitative terms, the AIA solution improves reliability of WAC performance in interference situations. However, specific issues were found and are also presented in the test results along with proposed solutions.
AIA presents interesting results in the AquisGrain 1.0 platform and not only
WAC applications can benefit of it. This proposed protocol has shown to provide useful techniques for those AquisGrain 1.0 applications that require fair
coexistence with other ISM band technologies, but, on the other hand, are not
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tightly time-constrained like streaming applications. This way, applications
such as WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks) can also benefit from this protocol
if a low packet-loss rate is required.
Overall, all initially presented goals have been achieved, not only determining
how the main interferences on the ISM band affected the initial WAC system
but also developing a working protocol that provides interference robustness
to a range of IEEE 802.15.4 applications. Additionally, modularity and flexibility where taken into account during AIA implementation so the design was
aiming to help further protocol modifications and development on this platform.
Certainly, even though the presented AIA protocol provides a solution to
mainly all the found issues, coexistence in the ISM band is a major concern in
any application using this band and IEEE 802.15.4 characteristics makes it
particularly vulnerable to other technologies interference. In this way, the AIA
protocol sets a starting point for further development and modifications, that
will have to adapt it to oncoming technologies and IEEE 802.15.4 applications.
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12 Future Work
Introduction of the AIA protocol represents a major advance in IEEE 802.15.4
coexistence with other ISM band technologies but the presented solution can
also be taken as a starting point for future projects and further development.
The proposed protocol gives a deeper insight on frequency avoidance in the
AquisGrain 1.0 platform and many improvements and development can be
done in different aspects of its design.
One of the most critical points of the AIA system is detection latency. Even
though the used detection algorithm provides a high accuracy, detection
speed may be too slow for certain applications. Ideally, the AIA system would
have to be able to retrieve updated detection results before every message
transmission in order to have total control of communication, but current detection procedure lasts around 46 seconds. As D. Martínez stated [16], further
research and development on an AquisGrain 1.0 detection module can lead to
newer and optimized techniques on interference detection which may reduce
detection time and resource usage. However, AIA open structure allows other
detection approaches as long as newer detection modules keep the common
AIA message structure for coordinator communication. This new scenario
opens a wide range of possible alternatives including distributed detection,
either in a dedicated detection network or in the AIA network itself, or even a
non-AquisGrain detector module.
Newer technologies also need to be taken into account in detection and AIA
decision algorithm. ISM band is used by many commercial applications and
new wireless standards are likely to appear. Current detection and decision
algorithm are based in present ISM band technologies and further interference
tests and protocol modifications may be necessary when newer technologies,
such as IEEE 802.11n, appear.
On the other hand, WAC system integration showed that further development
was needed to finally merge both systems. Possible solutions have already
been given to optimize WAC integration in the AIA system and further devel©
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opment has been pointed out in order to solve found issues in this case. Nevertheless, AIA adoption in existing systems will also need of specific modifications and testing to merge both applications.
Finally, application-oriented development can be also of great interest. The
AIA system provides of new tools to the system, such as the control channel,
which may be of great value for further applications. In those terms, we may
consider the use of the control channel for other non-AIA application messages. Some applications, specially those that handle high throughput, may
be in need of giving priority to certain message types above the rest, and
control channel would be a suitable channel where this high-priority communication could be established.
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